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 Who are you? Verca? Charlie? Mike? Take this quiz to find out!
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Which Golden Ticket are you? Charlie? Mike? Violet? Take this quiz to find out!

What's your favorite subject in school?

Lunch

Homeroom

PE

Science

Everything! You just love school!

What's your style in fashion?

Stripes

Fake Fur

Track Pants and Hood

Black shirts with band and/or skulls on them.

Checkered Sweaters

Your obsessive is…



Chocolate

Getting what you want

Chewing gum

Violent video games

Your family

Someday, you might be…

The world champ for eating chocolate

The richest person on the planet

A gold metal winner in the Olympics

A rock star

The owner the biggest factory on Earth

What's your quote?

“I love de chocolate.”

“I want it now!”

“I'm a winner!”

“Die! Die! Die!”

“Nothings impossible.”



You just found a golden ticket! How?

You took a bite of chocolate and tasted something

Told your parents to open up 1000's of bars until they found one.

You just laid off the gum, and switch to chocolate

You used your computer to track one down

You just bought one and saw it in there!

You would much rather…

Fall into a chocolate river and get sucked up in a pipe

Get attacked by squirrels and fall down a garbage chute

Chew some gum and swell up into a blueberry

Accidentally turn microscopic and end up taller than a giraffe but flatter than paper

Eat cabbage water for the rest of your life

When you go to the mall the first store you step in is…

Sweet Factory

Macys

Footlocker

F.Y.E

Things Remembered



What's you favorite color?

Red

Pink

Blue

Black

Brown

You step into the chocolate room. When Wonka says “Enjoy!” you…

Eat everything you see

Lick a lollypop

Steel a candy fruit from some hungry looking kid.

Smash gooey pumpkins

Taste what evr looks good

Your rival at school just made up a terrible rumor about you, and it's preading. You,,,

Eat half a Wonka Bar and throw it in her locker; so there will be ants all over her books!

Make up a rumor about her that she stuffs her bra

Hit her with a basketball at gym, and say it was an accident

Tell all your friends to get comeback on her, with the science of pranks



Go up to her and tell her that your feelings were hurt

!2) Your rival calls you on your cellphone and leaves a message, that she was sorry. You call her back
and say…

“So, wanna do lunch?”

“I will, has long as I can borrow your purse?”

“Sorry. You lose.”

“No f!@#$%& way!”

“I'll forgive you. But please don't do it again.”

Mostly A's: Augustus Gloop

Mostly B's: Veruca Salt

Mostly C's: Violet Beauregarde

Mostly D's: Mike Teavee

Mostly E's: Charlie Bucket

  So what cha get?
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